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The Most 

Beautiful | Advance | Stable

 Desk in the market!



FlowDesk™  3
Features

Ergo-Curve Edge Touch Screen Invisible  Controls

Utility Tray 3 Stage Height Adjustability 
With Dual Motor

The curved shape edge isn’t just a groovy design, it
provides you to scooch in for easy access to the

ends of your desk, the bevelled edges give support
to your wrist for easy working.  

It’s like it was never there! The hidden touch
controls allow you to manage your desired height

and punch it back in making it invisible. 

With the wire manager comes an easy trinket
tray, organize your everyday stationary & keys, the

desk has a place for it all! Powered by a twin aviation grade electric motor,
the desk ensures a strong durable core strength

which can take upto 120kgs easily! The height
adjustment mechanism, has been rigorously

tested for almost 20,000 cycles. 
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FlowDesk™  3
Features

Inbuilt Cable Manager Groove Stability Bar

Solid Wood Acacia Surface Adjustable Cable Tray

You don’t have to choose work sides anymore,
wherever you are, the wires have seamless

access! 

The bar has been set high to support the most
stable desk in the market. Stability is at its finest,

making the height adjustable desk wobble less by
almost 70%. Wouldn’t find this on any other Brand.

The hues never give you blues, the finest
workmanship is crafted all along the surface,
making it a statement anywhere it stands.

A clutter free space is a clutter free mindKeep it
simple, access the plugs with ease and manage

your wire clutter! You can even adjust the height of
the tray depending on the space you need
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FlowDesk™  3
Features

C-Type Core Rounded Feet Design

Heavy Duty Side Angles Dust Resistant Matte Finish

This gives more room for your feet and stability for
the surface. The Aesthetics of this design makes it

the most beautiful desk out there.

This gives more room for your feet and stability for
the surface. The Aesthetics of this design makes it

the most beautiful desk out there.

Every element of the FlowDesk has to be in Flow,
including the easy wave design to set the core

apart like no other! The robust side bar is the finest
support that your desk needs

The core has been carefully powder coated for a
feather touch finish.
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Warranty 
Metallic frame - 5 years 
Motor and electronics - 3 years
replacement  
Table top - 1 year borer infection
Wireless Charger - 1 year

Surface

Material - Solid Acacia Wood 
Finishes - Peecan 
                  Walnut 

Core

No. of Motors              2
Column Shape         Rectangular
No of stages              3 
Lifting Speed             40 mm per sec
Lifting capacity         120 kg  
Noise Level                > 45 Db
Material                      Mild Steel  
Finish Type                Powder coating    
Finish Colours           Pearl White 
                                    Black Sand
Feature                      Anti Collision

CERTIFICATIONS
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Classic fits into any space easily.
We follow global standards for a
comfortable desk space, perfect
for the home office!

“I’m loving my work from home with
Flowlyf, The fit is perfect, it’s light,

compact and very convenient! Seems
like my desk from the future!” 

FlowDesk™ 3 - Size
Classic

63 - 127 CM 

Height Adjustability 
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FlowDesk™ 3 - Size
max

63 - 127 CM 

Height Adjustability 

Max is perfect for wide spread
working. Designed for a multi
screen setup, there's room for it
all.

"Being a stock trader i wanted
something which can accommodate

my monitor setup, this did it perfectly!
It’s extremely efficient !”
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Customize your FlowDesk™ 3 

Surface 

Walnut Peecan

Black White

Core
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Bonita Vaz-Shimray

Art Director and Publisher,

HarperCollins

 

Work from home just got better with this
elegant, robust, super functional and smart

table. The flowlyf desk is the best
anniversary gift I’ve received in the last 12

years! Who needs diamonds.
 

Reviews

Rajesh Choudhary

Sr. Director - Enterprise Solutions

at Delhivery

 

 

The product is top quality, I specifically bought to
use as standing/sitting table. Team has been very

responsive to all my queries during
installation & delivery. Irrespective of office
status it's a great addition for home office.

 
 

Nirvan Jain

Creative Director, silver line

 

 

 

There are the desks you HAVE TO work at,
and then there are the desks you WANT TO
work on. A Flowlyf desk is definitely the latter.
With its adjustable height, ergonomic design,
and just sheer utility, these desks are simply

amazing! Kudos to the Flowlyf Team!
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With its superior ergonomics, clean design and adaptable
workmodes, it takes your workstyle to the next level !

Chat with us now !  just click the icon 

flowlyf.com hi@flowlyf.com 9810819723 flowlyf

Experience the FlowDesk™

https://api.whatsapp.com/send?phone=917042366262&text=Hello
https://instagram.com/flowlyf?igshid=zojhpem6107p



